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16.

This describes what is going on in James 4:1–4. When an individual places
his personal faith in Jesus Christ for salvation but does not then begin the
process of growing in grace at a local church, the Satanic Academy’s Cosmic
Didactics will continue as his facilitated points of reference for decision
making, problem solving, and behavior patterns.

17.

The predictable result is further decline into the Dark Side’s indoctrination
from its curriculum. Doctrine is repulsed while human viewpoint, human
good, and evil are aggrandized.

18.

The verse continues with the phrase, “Therefore, whoever has decided” and
followed by, “to be a friend of the world.” The verb “to be” is the present
active infinitive of e„m… (eimí ): “to keep on being.”

19.

This indicates that a carnal believer goes through the stages of reversionism
to arrive at this point of debauchery. The end result is next referred to as a
“friend of the world.” The word the King James translates as “friendship”
and the NASB selects as “friend” is the noun, fil…a (philía): “lover.”

20.

The word, philía refers to focusing one’s attention and affection on what he
habitually invests his time and energy. This is expressed by involvement in a
lifestyle of debauchery, decadence, and depravity mentioned in verses 1–3.

21.

These typical behavior patterns confirm the believer’s primary interest in life
is the curriculum taught by the Dark Side’s faculty.

22.

The obvious result concludes the verse which states the very opposite of how
a believer is to conduct himself: “Therefore, whoever has decided to keep on
being a lover of cosmos diabolicus” is followed by the present middle
indicative of the verb, kaq…sthmi (kathístēmi ): “appoints.”

23.

Kathístēmi is in the middle voice which means that he reflexively appoints
himself to a position. This self-appointed position is found in the feminine
adjective, ™cqrÒj (echthrós): “enmity, hatred, hostility.” Together they may
be expressed by the word “enemy” but with a deep-seated enmity.

24.

The One to which this enmity is expressed is revealed by the proper noun,
QeÒj (Theós): “An enemy of God.” From this exegesis, we now have an
expanded translation:
James 4:4
You adulteresses, do you not already know
that keeping on being a lover of cosmos diabolicus is tantamount
to alienation from God? Therefore, whoever had decided to be a
lover of cosmos diabolicus does with enmity appoint himself an
enemy of God. (EXT)
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Principles from James 4:4
1.

In this verse, the phrase, “a lover of this world,” is mentioned twice. The
noun, “world,” translates the Greek kÒsmoj (kósmos). Dr. Lewis Sperry
Chafer coined a Greek phrase to describe this planet in terms of its perpetual,
political shenanigans throughout history.

2.

Chafer’s magnum opus, Systematic Theology, reveals the totality of
Luciferian influence on this world that has prevailed since the fall of the
original couple in Genesis and will remain unabated until the Second Advent
of Jesus Christ.

3.

The following excerpt from his second volume provides an overview of this
period of world history:
The translation of ‘world’ by cósmos is peculiar to the
New Testament and presents a wholly new revelation
in the progress of doctrine. An attentive consideration
of the 186 uses of cósmos, where it is translated
‘world,’ will reveal that in every instance where moral
values are involved, the sphere of satanic influence
and authority is indicated. The New Testament
conception of the world is that it is opposed to God as
worldliness is opposed to spirituality. The inattentive
Bible reader apparently thinks of the world, as … a
planet whereon both good and evil are equally at
home. They are unaware of the revelation which the
word cósmos conveys. The darkness of the cósmos is
implied when Christ said, [1] “I am come a light into the
world” (cósmos1—John 12:46). [2] “Thus, likewise, it
is promised of the Spirit that He would “reprove the
world” (John 16:8). [3] To the believer it is said, “In the
world you shall have tribulation” (John 16:33). [4] And,
again, “They are not of the world, even as I am not of
the world” (John 17:14). [5] Thus equally definite is the
word of Christ, “The world has not known you” (the
Father — John 17:25), [6] Similarly, “My kingdom is not
of this world (John 18:36). Certain other short phrases
are most expressive:

1

Each of the verses cited in this paragraph reference the noun cósmos which is translated, “world.”
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[7] “Sin entered into the world (Romans 5:12); [8] “That
all the world may become guilty” (Romans 3:19); [9]
The world by wisdom knew not God (1 Corinthians
1:21); [10] The fornicators of this world (1 Corinthians
5:10; [11] “That we should not be condemned with the
world (1 Corinthians 11:32); [12] “Without God in the
world (Ephesians 2:12); [13] “Keep himself unspotted
from the world” (James 1:27); [14] “The corruption that
is in the world” (2 Peter 1:4); [15] “Escaped the
pollutions of the world” (2 Peter 2:20).
The cósmos is a vast system that Satan has promoted,
which conforms to his ideals, aims, and methods. It is
civilization now functioning apart from God—a
civilization in which none of its promoters really expect
God to share, who assign to God no consideration in
respect to their projects; nor do they ascribe any
causativity to Him. This system embraces its godless
governments, conflicts, armaments, jealousies, its
education, culture, religions of morality, and pride. It is
that sphere in which man lives. It is what he sees,
what he employs. To the uncounted multitude it is all
they ever know so long as they live on this earth. It is
properly styled the satanic system, which phrase is in
many instances a justified interpretation of the someaningful word, cósmos. It is literally a cósmos
diabolicus.2
4.

Those James addresses are believers, who have betrayed the Word of God
and their Savior by their failures to grow in grace. Absent doctrine, believers
are easy pickings for the allurement of cosmos diabolicus.

5.

In fact, this context refers to believers in reversionism which includes
rejection of both doctrinal and establishment viewpoints. They are being
called out by James.

6.

In addition, unbelievers, absent any divine viewpoint at all, are completely
vulnerable to the temptations of the devil’s world. Their error is isolated to
their rebellion against the laws of divine establishment.

Lewis Sperry Chafer, “Satanology: The Satanic COSMOS,” in Systematic Theology: Angelology, Anthropology,
Hamartiology (Dallas: Dallas Seminary Press, 1947), II:76–78.
2
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7.

The current Zeitgeist in client nation America is an ongoing exposition of this
category of unbeliever reversionism. The typical giveaway from their
rationales is the inversion of thought.

8.

In an ordered society, the culture’s standards and morals are based on the
privacy of the individual and the sanctity of his personal property. As long as
these standards are sacrosanct, every citizen is free to live as he pleases.

9.

The cultural downtrend in the United States has for over a century been under
assault, not primarily from those whose ideas are a threat to the
commonwealth, but that they have been propagandized to believe the
machinations promoted by Lucifer’s total control of this planet.

10.

The result is the constant transformation of establishment and biblical
standards through the curriculum taught in the Satanic Academy of Cosmic
Didactics:
1 Timothy 4:1
But the Holy Spirit explicitly reports
that in the latter periods of times [ the dispensation of the
Church Age ], some shall become apostate, paying attention to
deceitful spirits [ faculty of the Satanic Academy of Cosmic
Didactics ] and concentrating on the doctrines of demons,
v. 2
by means of hypocrisy from the source of liars
[ graduates of the Satanic Academy ] seared in their own
conscience as by a branding iron [ inversion of thought: truth
exchanged for the lie ]. (EXT)

NOTE: James 4:4–6 presents problems regarding its exegesis. Verse 4 has a poor
translation in the King James Version that was somewhat improved by the
New American Standard. Also, James’s Greek text provides a possible
synopsis of a quote by Solomon in Proverbs 3:3–4. Whatever his source,
James summarizes it in a parenthesis. Afterward, James then quotes
Solomon’s text in verse 6.
We start by quoting verse 4 from its expanded translation followed by the
translation of verse 5 from two versions:
James 4:4
You adulteresses, do you not already know
that keeping on being a lover of cosmos diabolicus is tantamount
to alienation from God? Therefore, whoever has decided to be a
lover of cosmos diabolicus does with enmity appoint himself an
enemy of God. (EXT)
James 4:5
Or do you think that the Scripture speaks to
no purpose: “He jealously desires the Spirit which He has made
to dwell in us”? (NASB)
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It is also important to note that the King James Version’s translation of James
4:5 contains a blasphemous statement:
James 4:5
Do you think that the scripture saith in vain,
“The Spirit that dwelleth in us lusteth to envy [ fqÒnoj
(phthónos): best translated “jealousy” ]?” (KJV)

2.

How that got past the proofreaders at Westminster is a mystery, but there it
sits in the clear light of day: “The Spirit that dwelleth in us lusteth to envy.” I
don’t think the word “blasphemy” even starts the process of critiquing this
sentence. Words to describe its use in this verse challenge the vocabulary of
the English language, but what follows offers a paltry effort:
Profanation (prŏf'-a-nā'-shun). Act of profáning;
specifically, act of violating sacred things; desecration.
Syn. Profanation implies irreverence or contempt as
shown in vulgar intrusion or vandalism; desecration, a
loss of sacred character, as through pollution,
defilement, or reduction to secular usage; sacrilege, a
maltreatment of something sacred. Profane (prō-fáne).
1. To violate or treat with irreverence, obloquy (ŏb'-lōquy), or contempt (something regarded as sacred). 2.
To debase by a wrong, unworthy, or vulgar use. 4.
Serving to profane or defile that which is holy;
blasphemous; irreverent.3

3.

In James 4:5, the phrase, “The spirit that dwelleth in us” can only refer to the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit in all Church-Age believers. In the KJV, the
Holy Spirit is said to “lusteth to envy.” Yes, this is found in a Bible, but only
in the King James Version’s English translation published in 1611.

4.

In Scripture, the nouns, fqÒnoj (phthónos) and zÁloj (zḗlos) are translated
into English by both “jealousy” and “envy.” However, context determines
which to use. This statement is a profanation as noted above so it is at first
impossible to choose one. Nevertheless, as we go through the exegesis it will
be revealed.

5.

Now let us start serious exegesis of James 4:5. It begins with the disjunctive
interrogative, ¼ (hḗ ): “Or,” followed by the phrase, “do you think.” “Think” is
the present active indicative of the direct question, dokšw (dokéō ): “presume.4
This is the best translation because of the subjectivity of the statement.

Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, 2d ed. (1953), s.vv. “profanation,” “profane.”
“presume: to undertake without clear justification; to suppose to be true without proof; to act or proceed
presumptuously.” Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, eleventh ed. (Springfield, Mass.: Merriam-Webster,
Inc., 2014).
3
4
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6.

James is pointing out that these miscreant believers expose the subjectivity of
their thinking by asking the question, “Or do you presume,” followed by the
conjunction Óti (hóti): “that,” which follows the verb of perception, dokéō,
“presume.”

7.

What they are presuming is revealed by where they are in their spiritual lives,
“the Scripture”: ¼ graf» (hḗ graphḗ ). This refers to a principle
communicated in the New Testament, but not specifically cited here.

8.

Yet it clearly indicates that the Scripture does not communicate it’s doctrines
in vain, the adverb, kenîj (kenṓs), which is best translated, “to no purpose.”

9.

At this point, James inserts a parenthesis that possibly paraphrases a verse
from Scripture. It could be his summary of an Old Testament verse or his
own personal contribution. Later he summarizes a verse from the Tanakh in
verse 6 which is clearly from Proverbs 3:34.

10.

I think the following analysis addresses the dilemma faced by those who
attempt to source the quotation in verse 5, yet we are left with no confirmed
citation:
We find 4:5 difficult for two reasons: first, its meaning
is ambiguous; second, it appears to offer a quotation
from Scripture, even though nothing quite like “the
spirit that he caused to dwell in us yearns jealously”
(or any other meaning that can be construed from the
Greek) corresponds to any known text, canonical or
otherwise. If we knew what text James had in mind,
the ambiguity of the statement no doubt would be
more easily resolved, but without a known context for
reference, the meaning of the verse stands very much
a mystery.5

11.

Some who have made the effort to discover this citation have concluded,
including McCartney, that it is simply James’s summary of what he will cite
from Solomon in verse 6, yet none of them put much stock in the idea.

12.

Before James quotes Solomon, he offers a synopsis of what Solomon wrote:
James 4:5a
Do you presume that Scripture speaks to us
for no purpose with regard to jealousy?

13.

5

Next James inserts his parenthesis. It initially contains his assumed summary
of Solomon’s quote in Psalms 3:34 which he cites in verse 6b.

Dan G. McCartney, James (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2009), 210.
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All the English translations get tangled up with the King James’s use of the
terms “envy” or “lust”:
a.

The NET Bible offers, “The spirit of God caused to lie within us
has an envious yearning?”6

b.

The NIV Biblical Theology Study Bible reads, “He jealously
longs for the spirit he has caused to dwell in us?”7

c.

The NIV Archaeological Study Bible rephrases the verse to read,
“Or do you think Scripture says without reason that the spirit he
caused to live in us envies intensely?”8

d.

The Ryrie Study Bible: NASB proposes, “He jealously desires
the Spirit which He has made to dwell in us.”9

e.

The Nelson Study Bible: NKJV updates the original with this
translation: “The Spirit who dwells in us yearns jealously?”10

15.

In James 4:5b, James writes His paraphrase which in the Greek text begins a
parenthesis that continues through verse 6a. Verse 5b is James’s summary of
Proverbs 3:34 which he then quotes in verse 6b.

16.

The parenthesis begins with the proper pronoun, He: “He, the Holy Spirit,
jealousy desires.” The word “jealously’ is the noun, fqÒnoj (phthónos), but
as just noted above, this word “jealousy” belongs in the first half of the
sentence which speaks of the Scripture addressing the issue of jealousy.

17.

To repeat: the Holy Spirit is the subject of the second sentence regarding His
indwelling ministry. Verse 5a addresses the Scripture’s opposition to jealousy
which is being practiced by the reversionists who are cited in the verse.11

18.

What turns out to be the second sentence in verse 5 reads, “The Spirit which
He [ God ] has made to dwell in us?” [NASB] This is actually where the
parenthesis begins. It continues through the first sentence of verse 6.

19.

All of the English translations of the Bible are a mess. The word that
smooths all this out is the instantaneous present active indicative of the verb
™pipoqšw (epipothéō ) which refers to the Holy Spirit’s love for the believer
whose body He indwells.

6

For more commentary see: James 4:5b, in The NET Bible (Dallas: Biblical Studies Press, 2005), 2355n24tc.
Biblical Theology Study Bible: NIV, gen. ed. D. A. Carson (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2018), 2232n4:5.
8
NIV Archaeological Study Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2005), 2006.
9
See alternate reading in Charles Caldwell Ryrie, Ryrie Study Bible: NASB, (Chicago: Moody Publishers, 1995),
1972n4:5.
10
The Nelson Study Bible: NKJV, gen. ed. Earl D. Radmacher (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2018),2109n4:5.
11
All five English transitions cited above miss this. To understand their conundrum, read the NET Bible’s Textcritical Note: tc 24 and Translator’s Note: tn 25 at James 4:5.
7
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20.

This love begins at the moment of salvation. It is His desire that the believer
take seriously the issue of spiritual growth under the teaching ministry of a
pastor-teacher so that He, the Holy Spirit, can begin to facilitate his kardía.

21.

The third Person of the Trinity is mentioned by the noun, pneàma (pneúma):
“Spirit.” This is followed by the aorist active indicative of the verb
katoikšw (katoikéō ): “indwell.”

22.

The instantaneous aorist indicates that the action of this verb occurs at a
moment in time and continues in that status. This means the indwelling of
the Holy Spirit is permanent.

23.

It should be noted that the filling of the Holy Spirit is contingent upon the
believer’s ability to refrain from committing mental-attitude, verbal, or overt
sins. On the other hand, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit is permanent and
cannot be lost.

24.

This gets us to the expanded translation of:
James 4:5
“Do you presume that Scripture speaks to us
for no purpose with regard to jealousy? (The Holy Spirit Who
dwells permanently within us deeply loves [ ™pipoqšw
(epipothéō ) ] us.” (EXT)
James 4:6
But He gives greater grace. Therefore it
[ Scripture ] says,) “God is opposed to the proud [ Øper»fanoj
(huperḗphanos): arrogant ], but gives grace to the humble
[ tapeinÒj (tapeinós): devout {see Proverbs 3:34 below} ].”
(NASB)

25.

This quotation in James 4:5b is James’ assumed summary of Proverbs 3:34
which he cites in James 4:6b:
Proverbs 3:34
Surely He scorns [ xWl! (lus) ] the
scornful [ to deride or intimidate ], but gives grace [ /j@ (chen) ]
to the humble [ wn* u * (‘anaw): devout ]. (NJKV)

26.

Those who scorn the humble and devout will be scorned by divine discipline.
The following analysis of this behavior pattern emphasizes how God deals
with those who “deride and intimidate” believers:
wn* u * (‘anaw). This adjective stresses the moral and
spiritual condition of the godly as the goal of affliction
implying that this state is joined with a suffering life
rather than with one of worldly happiness and
abundance.
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‘anaw expresses the intended outcome of affliction:
humility. Moses’ description of himself (Numbers 12:3)
as such a man is no proud boast, but merely a report
of his position: absolute dependence on God. Of all
men he was most properly related to God. Throughout
the rest of Scripture such an attitude and position is
lauded as blessed and to be desired.
This is the goal which God intended when he afflicted
his people and toward which they are to endure
affliction. The humble consider and experience God as
their deliverer receiving grace (undeserved favor) from
him (Proverbs 3:34). They rejoice when God is praised,
seek God (Psalm 69:32), and keep his ordinances
(Zephaniah 2:3). They wait on God (Psalm 37:11) and
are guided by him (Psalm 25:9). As such they are
commended as being better than the proud (Proverbs
16:19). They are contrasted with the wicked (Proverbs
37:11) and the scoffers (Proverbs 3:34).12
27.

Following James’ paraphrase of Proverbs 3:34 in James 4:5b, he returns to
the context with a summary statement of the divine policy of grace in verse 6:
“But He gives greater grace.”
James 4:6a
But He gives greater grace. Therefore it
[ Scripture ] says,) “God is opposed to the proud [ Øper»fanoj
(huperḗphanos): arrogant ], but gives grace to the humble.”
(NASB)

1.

The plural verb “gives,” is the progressive present active indicative of d…dwmi
(dídōmai): “To confer as a benefit that involves continuous action. God
continues to give “greater grace”: the adjective, mšgaj (mégas): “amazing,”
plus the noun, c£rij (cháris): “grace, i.e., unmerited favor.”

2.

Therefore, a tip of the cap to John Newton’s famous hymn, “He gives us
amazing grace.”

3.

James then concludes the parenthesis with the phrase, “Therefore it,
Scripture, says.” At this point James closes the parenthesis. This requires us
to go back to the first sentence of verse 5:
James 4:5a
Do you presume that Scripture speaks to us
for no purpose with regard to jealousy?

Leonard J. Coppes, wn*u* in Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament, eds. R. Laird Harris, Gleason L. Archer,
and Bruch K. Wilke (Chicago: Moody Publishers, 1980), 682–83.
12
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In verse 6b, James quotes a verse from the Old Testament. His congregation
consists primarily, if not totally, of Messianic Jews who are quite familiar
with the Septuagint, the Koine Greek translation of the Hebrew Tanakh, En* T *
(Tanakh), and that portion of it called the <yb! W tK= (Kethuvim): the Writings,
whose three Poetic books include Psalms, Proverbs, and Job.
James 4:6b
“God is opposed [ the static present middle
indicative of the verb, ¢ntit£ssw (antitássō): a military term
describing the battle order of divine deployment in the
Invisible War ] to the arrogant,” [ Øper»fanoj
(huperḗphanos) ], but gives grace to the humble [ tapeinÒj
(tapeinós): a devout reverence toward God ]. (EXT)

5.

The static present of antitássō represents a divine policy which is assumed as
perpetually existing, or to be ever taken for granted as a fact. God is
eternally in opposition to the arrogant: huperḗphanos.

6.

Simultaneously, God is eternally gracious to the tapeinós, those having
reverence toward Him.

7.

We are now able to pull together the expanded translation of James 4:4–6:
James 4:4
You adulteresses, do you not already know
that keeping on being a lover of cosmos diabolicus is tantamount
to alienation from God? Therefore, whoever has decided to be a
lover of cosmos diabolicus appoints himself an enemy of God.
v. 5
Do you presume that Scripture [Proverbs 3:34]
speaks to us for no purpose with regard to jealousy? (“The Holy
Spirit Who dwells permanently within us deeply loves us.”
v. 6
Moreover He gives amazing grace. Therefore,
Scripture says,) “God is divinely deployed in order of battle
against the arrogant, but gives grace to those who express
reverence toward Him.” (EXT)
It took over two months to sort out the expanded translation of verses 4
through 6. All my commentaries on the Letter of James universally declared
how difficult a passage it is and a lot of assumptions were included in their
analyses.
For example, Dan G. McCartney’s commentary on James cites “six issues”
that need to be resolved regarding the word “jealousy.” He considers “5
options,” followed by “7 considerations,” covering “3½ pages” including “10
footnotes,” followed by “five approaches.”
(End JAS4-39.Rev. See JAS4-40.Rev. for the continuation of study at p. 391.)
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